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Introduction

OVERVIEW

Context
• Upper Canada College, private boys’ school
• 16-17 year olds in 1st year of International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Program
• French Language B standard level (150 hours over 2 years)

Research Problem
• Senior level boys write various genre-based 250-word compositions
• Language accuracy an issue, but little time in curriculum to address this
• Writing requires practice and feedback, but this is time intensive
• A possible solution?  grammar and spell checker BonPatron

Research Question
How does using the web-based grammar and spell check program
BonPatronPro enhance the engagement and achievement of senior
level boys’ editing and linguistic accuracy in their written French?

BON PATRON PRO WWW.BONPATRON.COM

WHY ACTION RESEARCH?

Desire to inform practice regarding teaching writing and maximizing effectiveness of 
the BonPatron tool.

MIXED-METHODS APPROACH

Combined qualitative and quantitative data.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Action

Results and Discussion

RESULTS

Progress defined
1. BP% (#errors/100 words)
2. Number of errors /words
3. Error analysis – identification of errors subsiding over time.  

Three groups of participants: 
Those who made (1) considerable, (2) moderate and (3) limited progress

DISCUSSION

Conclusions

Data collection and Analysis 

Literature Informing the Study

Further Information

International Boys’ Schools Coalition

Steps:
1.Verify typed composition

• Spelling and grammar errors are
highlighted in red and yellow.

• Information pop-up box as guide.
2.Make changes and verify text again, until
no more errors.
3.Read summary of errors.
4.Do proposed grammar exercises.
5.Archive texts.

Data Quantitative Analysis Qualitative Analysis
8 Compositions Error analysis 

•Compositions 1-8
Total # completed 
Total # words

Error Summaries Error analysis
• Error summaries 1-8

Total # times verified
# BP% (# errors/100 words)
# errors/#words

Reflections Error Analysis
• Reflections over time

Total # completed 
Total # words

Questionnaire Error Analysis 
• Perceptions of participants

Likert rating scale (degree of agreement)
Rating scale (frequencies)

September – March 

8 compositions (6 formative & 2 summative)

For each composition students:
1.typed up and verified work;
2.edited work using feedback (explanations 
& examples);
3.re-verified work until no more errors;
4.read error summary;
5.reflected on error summary and
6.wrote a reflection.

Data read over two ways:    
1. Focused on each participant looking at all data sets for that individual
2. Focused on each data set individually looking for trends

This project was undertaken as part of the International Boys’ Schools Coalition (IBSC) Action 
Research Program.

For more information on this project, I can be contacted at mariagauthier@ucc.on.ca. The full 
reports of this and similar projects undertaken as part of the IBSC’s Action Research Program can 
be viewed at http://www.theibsc.org/. An online copy of this poster is also available on the IBSC 
site.
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writing FREQUENTLY + writing a sufficient QUANTITY =

output          feedback        cognitive conflict         reflection   
intake         change in interlanguage (restructuring knowledge)

GLOSSARY OF THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS 

Interlanguage: Learner’s emerging linguistic system as they move toward 
becoming fully proficient in the target language (Selinker, 1972).

Errors are a direct manifestation of a system within which a learner is operating 
reflecting the interlanguage competence of the learner (Brown, 1994).

Negative Evidence: “Input that lets the learner know that a particular form is not 
acceptable according to target language norms” (Mitchell & Myles, 1994, p.16).

Direct metalinguistic feedback: A source of information that permits the learner to 
reflect and analyse the language (Richards, Platt & Platt, 1992).

Consciousness raising: When features of the target language are salient and 
noticeable by the language learner.  

Noticing the gap: Cognitive process where the learner’s working memory temporarily 
holds the input to potentially be integrated into the learner’s long-term memory 
(Schmidt, 1990).

Languaging: Using language to mediate cognitive activity (meta-talk), which leads to 
restructuring knowledge. 

Intake: Reorganization of long-term knowledge stored in the learners’ interlanguage 
system (Schmidt, 1994).

Plateau effect: Phenomenon when students reach a plateau in their L2 development 
preventing them from further progress.

Fossilization: When the L2 learner seems unable to get rid of non-native-like 
structures in their L2 despite abundant linguistic input over many years. 

(1) Considerable progress (N=4)
Positive results in all three aspects of progress (defined above)
Common factors:
 Wrote  ≥ 6  compositions and verified each compositions ~ 7 times
 Wrote  ≥ 6  reflections (~ 100 words/reflection) noting specific grammar points and 

outlining objectives for future compositions
(2) Moderate progress (N=4)

Inconsistencies in number of:
 compositions/reflections
 words written in compositions and/or 

reflections
 number of times comps. verified 

(3) Limited progress (N=3)
Error analysis – same errors made
 Strong student – wrote the minimum
 Weak student – wrote too much 

(overwhelming)
 Weak student – did little work 

Data from the participants who showed the most progress
led to conceptualizing an “optimal” process for using
BonPatronPro. Students wrote a composition (output),
which reflected their language level at that moment
(interlanguage). They received feedback (positive and
negative evidence), which generated a cognitive
conflict (consciousness raising and/or noticing). When
they wrote in their reflections about gaps in their writing
(languaging), they were able to generate a change
(intake) in subsequent composition (output). Moderate
progress transpired when the writer engaged perfunctorily
in the cycle or did not complete some steps in the cycle.

Engagement Achievement
occurs while:
• reading feedback
• consciousness raising
• noticing the gap
• languaging (reflection)

is evident when:
• change in interlanguage; 

restructuring of linguistic 
system 
i.e. intake  output 

http://www.bonpatron.com
mailto:mariagauthier@ucc.on.ca
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